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Course Module Description
Money and Banking is a coercive department requirement (Macroeconomics is
prerequisite )
The course consist of : Study the historical evolution of money , the role of money in
different economic system and in national economy .
The Course include analyzing of Monetary Theory (supply and demand sides ) and
the role of centrals and commercial banks in the national economy
.
Course Module Objectives :
* After completing this course , the student will understand the role of money in
different economic systems and in the national economy
* The student will learn : functions of money , monetary Base and it's components ,
money value and the general price level
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* The student should be analyze both side of monetary theory ( demand and supply )
and it's determinants , in addition to he will appreciate the relationship between
central bank and commercial banks

Course / Module Components :
* Books( title ,author(s) , publisher , year of publication)
1-Nadem Alshmary, money and banks and the monetary theory , Zahran publishers
,2014 , Amman .
2- Mishkin , The economics of money , banking and financial markets (7th ed) .
Support Material(s) (ves , acs ,etc )
*Central Bank of Jordan / Monthly Statistical Bulletin
* IMF international Monetary Fund
Study guide (s) (if applicable )
Homework and laboratory guide (s) if ( applicable)
Teaching Methods :
Lectures , discussion groups , tutorials , problem solving , etc .
Learning Outcomes :
Knowledge and understanding
* Knowledge the role of money in the trade exchange
* understand the form of money supply in tight and broad concept M1 , M2 ,M3
* understand creating money as a tool of monetary policy
* describe the structure of the banking system
cognitive skills
* recognize the impact of money supply on macroeconomic variables e.g prices ,
output
practical and subject specific skills
* student will make relationship with banking institutions
Assistants Instruments:
* short reports / presentations / short research
* Quizzes
* Homework
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Allocation of Marks
Assessment Instruments

Marks

First examination

20

Second examination

20

Final examination

40

Reports ,Quizzes ,Home works

20

Total

100

Documentation and academic honesty
* Documentation style
* Protection by copyright
* Avoiding plagiarism
Course / module academic calendar
week

Basic and support material to be covered

1
2

3
4

Definition , functions and historical evolution
of money
Characteristics of the money
Kinds of money , money supply concept and
liquidity
importance of the money in the economic
systems , components of the monetary system
Monetary Base

5

Money value and it's changes
Money and general level of prices

6

7

The impact of prices fluctuations
Economic schools and changes in the money
value
Kinds of bank credit and its functions

8

Bank credit and it's markets and tools

9

Commercial banks , credit activities

10

Homework /
reports and
their due dates

Quiz in the topic

First
Examination

Central bank , tools of the monetary policy

11

Concept , kinds , determinants of money supply

12

Keynesian monetary theory

13

Money laundering
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Second Exam

14

Counterfeiting currency

15

Final review

16

final examination

Expected workload :
On average students need to spend 2 hours of study and preparation for each 50minute lecture / tutorial
Attendance policy :
absence from lectures and / or tutorials not exceed 15% students who exceed the 15%
limit without medical or emergency excuse acceptable and approved by the Dean of
the relevant college / faculty shall not be allowed to take the final examination and
shall receive a mark of zero for the course . if the excuse is approved by the Dean , the
student shall be considered to have withdrawn from the course

Module references :
Books
1-Nadem Alshmary, money and banks and the monetary theory , Zahran publishers
,2014 , Amman .
2- Mishkin , The economics of money , banking and financial markets (7th ed) .
journals
1- Monthly Statistical Bulletin , Central Bank of Jordan .
2- IMF International Monetary Fund
Websites :
http://www.oswego.edu/edunne/eco340.htm
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